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I've worked as a photographer at the TI

for many years, but my ambition - like
many others, no doubt - has always
been to race in the Isle of Man.

I'm no stranger to racing, regularly com-
peting in VMCC events with a brace of 1937
Velocettes - my own 500cc pushrod MSS
and Laurence Langridge's KSS 350cc ohc
single - but I didn't fancy riding the TI
course with a rigid frame and girder forks.

In August 1987 I was chatting in a loeal
public house with a group of motorcycling
friends, when the subject of competing in
the Classic Manx cropped up. I casually
asked if anyone had aspare Seeley or Manx
Norton they would loan me for the event.

Great guffaws of laughter followed, but
after this had died down one friend, Brad,
offered me a Velocette Venom. Not a com-
plete one, you understand, but a basket
case that had been stored in a damp shed.
Many parts were the worse for the old red
rot, but it seemed to be complete.

Once I got the bits horne and started
checking them over, the Velo turned out to
be a late Venom, a 1970 coil ignition Club-
man, last taxed in 1978.

A tale of two
Velocette Venoms
Richard Adams

To get things moving, I went along to the
last VMCC meeting of the year and tracked
down all the racing Venoms. I took copious
photographs of the various 500cc pushrod
singles which proved extremely useful dur-
ing rebuilding. I also picked as many brains
as possible about potential problems.

The 1970 frame is nearly 4lb lighter than
earlier models. The reason being that it
does not have the large rnalleable iron lugs
which sleeve the frame around mounting
points. Neither is there one where the
other tubes mute at the base of the rear
downtube. Everything is just butt-welded,
and consequently not so strong. All
unnecessary lugs were chopped off, rnaking
a further weight saving, but we did add
some extra back on by welding in a brace to
stiffen the rear subfrarne, dose to the sus-
pension units.

Iwanted to sort the bike out at Vintage
Motor Cyde Club events, but their racing
seetion has a 1958 cut-off date. The obvi-
ously post-58 components - crankcases,
coil ignition, twin-leading-shoe front brake
and Concentric carburettor - can all be
changed fairly easily to make it look like a
1958 machine, but it seemed a shame to
muck about with a perfectly originalmodel.

After much thought, I came up with the
idea of building Brad's Venom into a con-
cours roadster, while producing a Venom
racer from spares alongside. The plan was
that the road bike would then be sold to
finance the racer. Would Brad agree to this
complicated arrangement? The subject was
broached a few days later
and he thought it
a great idea.
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All components to be finished in black
went to Healey Powder Coatings in Droit-
wich, who did an excellent job. I re-
commend having powder coating done by a
company which carries out its own
shotblasting. That way it can be blasted and
immediately coated with the epoxy powder.
If the bare meta! is left standing for some
time before coating it will look fine when
you get it back, but two or three years later
you could get rust showing through where
the coating is thin;

I also had the road bike's petrol tank
powder coated along with its cyc1e parts.
The tank was then taken to Custom Tanks
in Pershore, where Pete Kyte gave it a coat
of black cellulose and lined it. Cellulose
produces a deeper black than the powder
coating, hut the powder provides a good
base.

Pete Kyte also made aluminium petrol
and oil tanks for the racer. The petrol tank
is a copy of the Thurxton's while the central
oil tank was copied from a dummy I made
from cardboard. Both tanks are beautifully
made and look lovely when polished.

.The road bike engine was built to stan-
dard specification, other than installing an
oversize piston after reboring. All bearings
were replaced and it went together beauti-
fully. In contrast, the racer's engine needed
a lot of work to achieve the objective of get-
ting it to rev reliably to 6500rpm.

I've heard of instances where the drive
side crankcase main bearing housing has
cracked when racing, due to the taper roller
bearing pushing outwards. Fortunately,
Nottingham-based Andrew Walker, whose
brother Brian competes on a rapid Venom,
produces beefed-up replica driveside crank-
case halves. This seemed like a good idea,
so I located a timing side case I had stashed
away in my garage and took it along to
Andrew, who machined one of his drive side
case halves to match.

Flywheels were next, and Laurence
Langridge was the man to see. I've raced
his rapid MK2 KSS for a few years without
wrecking the bottom end, and he lightened
the flywheels on my rigid-frame MSS a few
years aga which made a considerable
improvement for short circuit scratches,
picking up much quicker out of turns. So we

decided the Venom's should be lightened, :g
although the plan was to use standard 0I1eS ~
for the Manx GP, where their heavier Gl

weight gives a smoother power flow and ~
consequently an easier ride. -c

An Omega piston was used. The valve ~
cutaways were machined deeper and we »:
shortened the cylinder barrel by removing ~
lhin off the top. By experimenting with ~
shims under the barrel we eventually 17;
achieved a compression ratio of 10.5: 1 (al-
though this was subsequently lowered te
9.7: 1 - details in part two next month).

Inside the cylinder head, standard valves
were used with W&S coil springs. The inIet
was opened out to 13fsinto take the Amal
GP carb, which had to be requisitioned from
my Thruxton. Incidentally, does anyone
know where I can obtain another for the
Thruxton? lt doesn't look right with a Con-
centric, even if it is easier to start.

Amongst my spares collection I found a
rockerbox with lightened rockers and
rocker springs, which saved a lot of werk
polishing and eliminating excess metal, A
standard cam and Thruxton followers are 'in
the timing ehest; I did experiment with a
steeply profiled proprietary cam, but it
didn't seem to rnake any difference. The



standard one must give the followers and
valve gear an easier time, too.

All nuts and bolts were obtained from
either Custom Fasteners or Andy Molnar.
Most of the bolt lengths and threads were
found in an old Velocette parts book.

Next job was to catalogue all the chrome
parts before taking them for replating to
Mark Elvidge of Superchrome. The wheel
rims and headlamp shell were the most
badly pitted. I could have used new chrome
rims on the road bike - it would have been
eheaper - but decided it was worth keeping
the original Dunlops. The headlamp shell
needed coppering and buffing several times
to eliminate all pitting, It's now twice as
heavy as a new one!

On the racer I fitted 18 inch alloy rims,
there being a much greater choice of racing
tyre in this size than 19 inch. A single-lead-
ing-shoe brake is used on the front, the
twin-leader design being too modern. Shoes
were relined with Ferodo AM4 material by
Supreme Motorcydes. Both drums and lin-
ings were machined very carefully by Nigel
Buckingham - and the result is superb brak-
ing.

The front brake plate is drilled with a big
air scoop fitted. There are also large holes
in the other side of the hub to permit good
air flow. The lever has been extended to
give greater leverage.

Front forks on the road bike were in a
,bad way, needing new stanchions and
bushes throughout. I was unable to track
down a pair with two-way damping, as used
on the Thruxton and later Clubman Ven-
oms, although I have since been told that I
could have modifieda one-way damped pair.

versions. These indude wheel bearing
spacers, wheel and spindIe nuts and fork
top nuts. I usually get laughed at when I tell
friends I've saved a bit of weight on the bike
- and then disappear off to the pub for
several pints of beer.

Weight of the road bike is 372lb (168kg),
while the racer docks the scales at 296lb
(134kg). The racer's seat height is five
inches lower than standard.

I've used aprefix 12 dose ratio gearbox
in both machines. The racer's gearchange
comes straight off the camplate behind the
gearbox, thus eliminating all the internal
linkages. The dutch operating thrust pin
has been modified to give V16inextra lift -
can't have a dragging dutch when you're
doing push-starts. There are 20 clutch
springs as on the Thruxton, and a roller-
type thrust race was obtained through the
Velocette Club's spares scheme.

The racer's exhaust is home-built and not
very technical, I'm afraid. The pipe is stan-
dard and the megaphone was an old
Kawasaki silencer which looked the right
shape, so we knocked out the baffles and
welded areverse cone to the end. I did a
lot of testing with different lengths of
straight pipe, but every time the original
set-up was refitted the bike went better.

As everyone who has built a motorcyde
from bits will know, there are always a lot
of missing components. Geoff Dodkin has
always been able to supply these from

ROAD&TRACK
A friend who runs a breaker's yard

suggested fitting ]apanese stanchions with
two-way damping and internal springs slot-
ted into the Velo bottom sliders. We hunted
through many sets of forks, eventually find-
ing that Honda Super Dream stanchions
have a fractionally larger outside diameter
than the Velo's, and are similarly retained
in the bottom slider. After reaming out
bushes and clamps to Honda size, and
adding a 1V2inextension to each leg to bring
them up to Velo length, they were assem-
bled and everything fitted fine. The exten-
sions were made with a screw thread and
simply screwed into the stanchions.

A sturdy fork brace was fabricated and
the machine handles weil. With a pair of
gaiters fitted you'd never know they
weren't Velo forks.

Rear units on the roadster are the origi-
nal Girlings. They work fine and with new
covers, replacement bushes and a coat of
paint they're just like new. Konis were used
on the racer. They have a good reputation
and both damping and spring preload are
adjustable. I find it handles best with the
damping set on number one position and the
springs midway in their adjustment.

Hydraulic steering dampers aren't
allowed under VMCC rules, so an old Velo
friction damper was used on the racer. The
road bike wasn't fitted with one.

To keep the racer's weight down, various
coml?onents were replaced by alloy
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Lefi: handsome 1970 Venom was built to
fund Riehard Adams' raeer, but he now
can't bear to part with it

Below: Koni rear suspensum units are used
on the raeer. They give both damping and
spring pre-load adjustment

Classic Bike



stock. Geoff has also been a mine of infor-
rnation and advice in buildingthe racer.

I guess the racer took about three times
as much work as the roadster as so much of
it had to be made on a one-off basis. It was
the first to be finished, though, because of
the deadline for race meetings. Work
started in September 1987 and it fired up
for the first time in May 1988. The roadster
was completed a year later, in the surmner
of 1989. Now it's completed I don't want to
seil it - it looks too nice D

INFORMATION

Above: pietute shows early Venom
frame with heavy malleable iron
lugs around mounting points

Below: later frame is lighter but
obviously not so strong

Custom Fasteners
Unit 64, Mochdre Industrial Estate,
Newtown, Powys SY16 4LE
(0686 29666)

Andy Molnar
Atherton House, Fullwood Row,
Preston, Lancs
(0772 700700)

Supreme Motor Cycles
Hilltop, 1 High Street, Earl Shilton,
Leics LE9 7UP
(0455 41133)

Geoff Dodkin
346 Upper Richmond Road West,
East Sheen, London SW14 7JS
(01-876 8779)

Velocette Owners Club
Secretary: Vic Blackman,
1 Mayfair, Tilehurst,
Reading, Berks RG3 4RA

Superchrome
2 Worsfold Close,
Allesley, Coventry CV5 9FT
(0203 404126)

Next month: Riehard Adams teils of the
racer'sfurther deuelopment and how he eame
down to earth at the Manx Grand Prix

March 1990

Above: Riehard Adams lightened the raeer'sframe by
removing all unneeessary lugs, but added these two
braeing struts to rear subframe

Below: differenees between lightened (left) and
standard jlywheels are obvious

Above: massive holes in racer's front hub
permit good air jlow. Forks have Honda
internals

Left: racer's central oil tank was fabricated
from Richard Adams' own eardboard design
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